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New Features

1028, 1029 and others: Improvements in the dashboards

Some new functionalities have been developed in the dashboards, in particular the following new options should be emphasised:

Explanatory texts / footnotes can be entered in each dashboard tab (in the template)
Fields on the X-axis of dashboards can be filtered, e.g. only display measures for active reports, only list reports that have been closed in 
the last 6 months. Implemented via
new field "Filterable on dashboard" in the template.
Report closing date has been added as an analysable field (relevant for internal audit reports)

1030   Additional fields can be calculated automatically based on other data

In addition to default values, the customized additional fields can now also be assigned formulas that enable the automatic setting of 
content (e.g. a calculated % rate or a text based on other values). If required, the fields can also be assigned colors that adapt to the 
field content.

Small Enhancements

1113   Issue due date can be restricted

In the action type, the due date of an issue can be restricted to a number of months from today when it is created. The end of the month 
is always checked.

1054  Search form can be selected directly

Minimisation of the number of button clicks when a search form is to be used.

1055  OE-Text_Key can now be entered via GUI as long as it is not yet set

Important option for all customers with SmartControls that are to be automatically distributed to OE. The key is relevant for automatic 
distribution and must be able to be set (previously had to be done by Support, can now be done independently by the customer).

1058  Incident can be linked to asset

Incidents can be linked to protection objects from the asset inventory.
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